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May 4, 1983

Helen Hoyt, Esq. , Chairman Dr. Jerry Harbour
Administrative Judge Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensing Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board Panel Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke
Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

In the Matter of
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al.

(Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2) --
Docket Nos. 50-443 OL and 50-444 OL

Dear Administrative Judges:

The purpose of this letter is to briefly respond to various submittals made by
NECNP and the State of New Hampshire subsequent to the Prehearing Conference
held April 7-8, 1983.

(1) Pursuant to the Board's request, NECNP submitted its reworded Contention
I.D.2. The proposed resubmitted contention provides:

The Applicants do not comply with Reg. Guide 1.22 by virtue of
their failure to provide for the testing of the manual reactor
trip actuation function at full power, justify that omission, or
provide for other reliable means of testing it. Therefore
Applicants violate GDC 21.

The Staff does not object to the reworded contention except for the word
" omission" in line four thereof. The use of the word " omission" implies a
legal judgment which is not necessary for the litigation of this contention.
The Staff suggests that the phrase "that omission" be replaced by the phrase
"their failure to test that function at full power." Thus, the contention
would read:

The Applicants do not comply with Reg. Guide 1.22 by virtue of
their failure to provide for the testing of the manual reactor
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trip actuation function at full power, justify their failure to
test that function at full power, or provide for other reliable
means of testing it. Therefore Applicants violate GDC 21.

(2) On May 2, 1983, the Staff received a copy of "NECNP Motion To Reconsider
Licensing Board Memorandum And Order of April 25,1983."1/ That Order
permitted NECNP until May 2 to respond to a Staff affidavit which had been
requested by the Board during a conference call and which affidavit was
hand-delivered to NECNP, at its request, on April 20, 1983. The motion for
reconsideration is, in essence, a motion for an extension of time, filed at
or on NECNP's due date for its optional counter-affidavit.

In its motion, NECNP has referenced a prohibition in 10 C.F.R. % 2.749(a)
against the filing of further supporting statements or responses to motions
for summary disposition, after a party has filed its initial supporting
statement. This reliance, however, is misplaced inasmuch as 10 C.F.R.
Q 2.749(a) does not apply to Board-requested information. See Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company, et al. (Perry Nuclear Power Mint, Units 1
& 2), ALAB-443, 6 NRC 741, 751-52 Fn.37 (1977). The Appeal Board observed
in Perry that "the Applicant's submission . . . was not a response to the
Staff's motion but rather a response to the Licensing Board's request."
This, stated the Appeal Board, answered in the summary disposition context
the intervenor's complaint that the licensina board wrongly received the
information into evidence after the deadline for responses to the Staff's
motion. Id. The instant situation is identical in that the Staff affidavit
was submitted at the request of the Licensing Board during the April 14, 1983 |

conference call. Therefore, under Perry, supra, it is not prohibited by
5 2.749(a). Moreover, as previously indicated by the Staff, the submittal of
significant information and developments is required under the McGuire line
of cases. Duke Power Co., (William B. McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2),
ALAB-143, 6 AEC 623, 625-26 (1973).

In response to NECNP's assertions concerning the amount of time it needs
to respond to the Staff's affidavit, two points should be noted. The first
is that Applicant's Table I. A.2-3, which identified all of the electric valve
operators which Applicant asserted need not be environmentally qualified, has
been in the possession of NECNP since November of 1982. NECNP has thus had
five months to prepare a response to the Applicants' conclusaon on the issue
of environmental qualification, a conclusion formally concurred in by the
Staff in its affidavit of April 20, 1983. The second point is that NECNP has
been on notice since April 14th that the Staff was going to file an affidavit.
Further, NECNP was given hand-delivery of the Staff's affidavit on April 20,
thus giving it twelve days in which to file a response. Having been on

~~1/ The service list to that document indicates that it was hand-delivered
to the Board on April 29, 1983 and express-mailed to Applicants on the
same date, but that the Staff was only served by regular mail.
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notice since November of 1982 as to the specific electric vaive operators at '

.

issue, NECNP is in a poor position to base its claim to an additional time to
respond on "the complexity of the issue and the number of valve operators
involved," NECNP Motion at p. 2. The Staff therefore opposes NECNP's request.

(3) On April 14, 1983, New Hampshire submitted its amended contentions 9 and ;'
13 to the Board, pursuant to the Board's request. As correctly reported by , .

,

New Hampshire, the Staff had agreed with reworded contentions NH-9 and . . ,,

NH-13(a). However, proposed reworded NH-13(b) reads as follows: ,
.

NH-13(b) The Applicant has also not complied with NUREG-0737, Item - ,

'I.C.1 and 9 7.1 of Supplement 1 to NUREG 0737, in that its
training program does not include adequate upgraded e'aergency" v

' ,

operating procedures. '

,

The Staff objects to NH-13(b), which, if accepted, would broaden the , scope of
the contention beyond its scope as admitted by the Board in its September 13, -

1982 Order. As originally admitted, NH-13 challenged the Applicants' . ' g],.
compliance with the training requirements of Item I.C.1. Those training -

requirements are separate and distinct from the requirements of Item,1.C.1
relating to the development of upgraded emergency response guidelines. As
the Staff stated in its motion for partial summary disposition of NH-13, ~

(February 14,1983), Applicants have committed to include in their training ''

program those emergency response guidelines that are developed by the -
"

Westinghouse Owner's Group and are ultimately approved by the Staff. Proposed s
NH-13(b) seeks to shift the focus of this contention from training to-the-
adequacy of the emergency response guidelines, underlying. If allowed, this

rewording would thus transfonn this from the " training" contention .thahasbeenfromthebeinning,toacontentionfarbroaderinitsscope. gitFor
these reasons, part b) of New Hampshire's proposed reworded contention 13 3should be rejected by the Board. Moreover, the Staff continues to believe ^

that summary disposition of this contention should be granted for the reasons
stated in its motion for summary disposition, thus making this exercise poot.
However, if the Board denies summary disposition of this contention, the '

reworded contention should read: ' '

, .

2_/ This is not to say, however, that New Hampshire cannot seek to file a ~

s
late filed contention once the Westinghouse Owners Group guidelines are

.

submitted. The Staff suggests, however, that New Hampshire first
' '

evaluate those guidelines when they are made available,,before ,
initiating litigation therein.
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% ' The, Applicant has also not complied with the training

" '

requi Mnents of NUREG-0737, Item I.C.1 and 6 7.1 or%
, ~-

'

Supplement I to NUREG_0737. /
,.c s
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^ ' ' ' ' ' Roy P. Lessy
/' Deputy Assistant Chief,,

!,
. , Hearing Counsel ..
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'* William F. Pstterson, Jr.
^

Counsel for NRC 'St[aff _
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Roberta C' PeGaar"cc: Edward F. Meany-*
e s..
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